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The Play

"A delight from start to finish..."

"Written from the heart..."

"Poignant... potent... Bateman is the reincarnation of GREAVES"

Tom Pocock of The Standard

The trenchant story of Walter Greaves naif painter of genius, a humble Thames Boatman: his rise and fall in the Edwardian London of 1910. The machinations of the jealous biographers of JAMES McNEILL WHISTLER and the murderous love of MADAME STRINDBERG for AUGUST JOHN!

"A delight from start to finish!"

The Music

Time Out

City Limits

A NEW VERSION OF OUR 1985 SUCCESS with SONG AND MUSIC!

Stephen Bateman  GREAVES
Clarissa Brown  Direction
Samantha Dixon  A.S.M.
Paul Dowling  Design
Sam Dowling  Script, direction lyrics
Jane Evers  TINNIE
Gabriel Gawin  Direction
Hilary James  Stage Management
Robbin John  AUGUSTUS JOHN
Ciaran McIntyre  MARCHANT
Catherine McQueen  ELIZABETH

Julia Nelson  SPENCER
Vivien Keene  JENNY
Jack Raymond  Composition, music
Dave Roberts  PENNELL
Nicola Warren  Music
Steve Mills  Production
Bernadette Last  Publicity
Victoria Malkin  Administration
Jessica Hawksley  Lighting
Steve Thompson  A.S.M.
Simon Clarke

Box Office 01-995 6035